Background-Flow entering the left ventricle is reversed toward the outflow tract through rotating reversal flow around the mitral valve. This was thought to facilitate early ejection, but had not been proved to date. We hypothesized that perfect coupling between reversal and ejection flow would occur at optimal atrioventricular delay (AVD), contributing to its hemodynamic superiority, and evaluated its applicability for AVD optimization. Methods and Results-Forty consecutive patients with cardiac resynchronization therapy underwent intracardiac flow analysis and AVD optimization. Reversal and ejection flow curves were studied. The presence and duration of reversalejection discontinuity were assessed for all programmed AVD. Reproducibility of each optimization method was evaluated through interobserver variability. Discontinuity between reversal and ejection flow was observed in all patients with longer than optimal AVD, increasing linearly with excess duration in AVD (linear R 2 =0.976, P<0.001). Longer discontinuities implied progressive decreases in pre-ejection flow velocity in the left ventricular outflow tract, with consequent loss of flow momentum. The equation optimal AVD=programmed AVD-[1.2(discontinuity duration)]+4 accurately predicted optimal AVD. Short AVD systematically compromised reversal flow because of premature ejection. Agreement over optimal AVD was superior when assessed by flow reversal method (intraclass correlation coefficient =0.931; P<0.001) over both iterative and aortic velocity-time integral methods. Conclusions-Perfect coupling between mitral-aortic flow reversal and ejection flow in the left ventricle occurs at optimal AVD. As a result, full blood momentum in the outflow tract is used to facilitate early ejection. This can be measured and provides a new method for AVD optimization. (Circ Arrhythm Electrophysiol.
F low entering the left ventricle (LV) is redirected to the outflow tract without reaching the apex. 1 This 180° reversal in flow direction is because of the presence of a vortex ring, a structure of rotating flow generated around the mitral valve ( Figure 1 ). This pattern in flow dynamics has been proposed to contribute to early systole through the facilitation in early ejection of a fluid already in motion and directed toward the aortic valve. 2, 3 This theory has, however, not been demonstrated.
Different echocardiographic methods have been proposed for atrioventricular delay (AVD) optimization in cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). 4, 5 Although several studies have supported the use of these techniques to maximize its clinical benefit and reduce the ratio of nonresponders, others have questioned their effectiveness. One of the main points of criticism of the currently available echocardiographic methods is the poor reproducibility and interobserver agreement. [6] [7] [8] [9] In this study, we sought to describe the interaction between LV inflow-outflow reversal flow and aortic ejection, as well as its variation with changes in AVD. We hypothesized that perfect coupling between reversal and ejection flow would occur at optimal AVD, partly explaining the hemodynamic superiority of optimal AVD over other values. We also evaluated the potential applicability of these measurements as a new method for echocardiographic optimization of AVD in resynchronization therapy. Mitral-Aortic Flow Reversal in CRT visits, all patients were screened for inclusion during the study period, and those meeting inclusion criteria were consecutively enrolled. From this cohort, we excluded those considered unsuitable according to the predefined exclusion criteria (Figure 2) . Finally, 40 patients underwent flow mapping analysis and echocardiographic AVD optimization. All of them provided informed consent. The study was approved by the local review board and was designed and performed in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Study Protocol
After a complete routine echocardiogram, each patient underwent the same protocol for AVD programming variations. Optimal AVD was determined based on the iterative method based on transmitral pulsed-wave Doppler. Aortic velocity-time integral (VTI) recordings were also acquired for comparison between methods and were used to define optimal AVD whenever the iterative method yielded an inconclusive result. 5 Optimal AVD derived from the study of flow reversal was established studying the AVD at which perfect continuity between reversal and ejection flow occurred.
After determination of optimal AVD by the iterative and aortic VTI methods, subsequent step-wise increases of +30 ms were programmed until reaching either intrinsic conduction or 300 ms.
Stepwise decreases of −30 ms were then programmed until reaching 60 ms or the minimum programmable value. All other CRT parameters were kept constant as previously programmed, including interventricular delay. Three cycles of vector flow mapping (VFM) images were recorded and analyzed for each AV delay.
Study protocol was performed under sensed or paced atrial activity depending on the patient's basal rhythm at the time of study.
Image Acquisition
All echocardiographic examinations were performed using an Aloka Alpha 7 scanner equipped with a 3.5 to 5.0 MHz transducer (Hitachi-Aloka Medical, Tokyo). Each patient underwent a conventional echocardiographic study comprising M-mode, 2-dimensional and Doppler imaging prior to AVD variations. LV and left atrium diameters were measured in the parasternal long-axis view. LV volumes and ejection fraction were measured in apical 4-and 2-chamber views. Pulsed-wave Doppler was used to assess transmitral flow in apical 4-chamber view. e′ values were averaged from the septal and lateral pulsed-wave tissue Doppler spectrograms of the mitral annulus.
Images for flow analysis were acquired in the apical 3-chamber view with settings aimed at optimizing the definition of both the LV endocardial border and color Doppler. Recording was performed using VFM mode, and Color box was expanded to include the whole LV and the mitral valve. Nyquist limit was adjusted to avoid aliasing, and depth was set to obtain the highest possible frame rate.
Flow Mapping Analysis
VFM images were analyzed offline using dedicated software (DAS-RS1, Hitachi-Aloka Medical, Tokyo), which determines the intensity and direction of blood flow in all points and directions of the given plane in each frame. These data result from the integration of wallmotion tracking and Doppler velocities that provide information on flow motion in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the ultrasound beam, respectively. 10 This calculation is supported by the use of the equation of continuity that resolves data in each pixel, given that flow does not come from or move into the myocardial wall and that through-plane flow has been described to be minor. 2, 10, 11 A more detailed explanation on this algorithm can be found on the work by Itatani et al.
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WHAT IS KNOWN
• Inadequate atrioventricular delay programming is one of the leading causes of nonresponse to cardiac resynchronization therapy.
• The full spectrum of hemodynamic variations because of atrioventricular delay programming is not completely explained by the traditional theory based on a reduction of left ventricular end-diastolic volume.
WHAT THE STUDY ADDS
• Coupling between left ventricular inflow and outflow is mediated by vortices and preserves flow momentum to facilitate early aortic ejection.
• Nonoptimal atrioventricular delays compromise this physiological mechanism through either a failure to redirect flow toward the outflow tract or a loss of momentum prior to aortic ejection. VFM analysis starts with the definition of the endocardial border in one frame in apical 3-chamber view and its automatic tracking throughout the cardiac cycle. Flow analysis is completed after integration of color-Doppler data. Vortex characteristics were automatically calculated and provided by the system. Time-flow curves across the regions of interest were obtained after setting lines in the basal-mid portion of the LV to obtain total flow across this region and in the region immediately adjacent to the LV outflow tract (Figure 3 ). From these curves throughout the whole cardiac cycle, reversal and ejection flow was identified, and discontinuity between them was measured. Lines were drawn to study inflow-outflow through the basal left ventricle (yellow line, blue curve) and the outflow tract (purple line, green curve). The initial part of the green curve representing flow across the outflow tract (dotted area) represents reversal flow, generated by the vortex. This initial curve is followed by ejection flow (striped area). In the example provided, ejection flow is initiated after a decrease in the intensity of reversal flow. The distance (d) between peak reversal flow and the initiation of ejection flow was identified as a discontinuity, and its duration was measured. Mitral-Aortic Flow Reversal in CRT
Measurement of Variations in Reversal-Ejection Flow Coupling
Timing of flow reversal and ejection flow was determined in time-flow graphs ( Figure 3 ). The presence of a notch because of discontinuity between these 2 flow curves and, whenever present, its duration, was assessed for all AVD programmed in each patient. This discontinuity between the 2 curves occurred because of a loss in flow velocity in the outflow tract and in the direction of the aortic valve, with consequent loss of momentum. To increase accuracy in the measurements and overcome the limitation of temporal resolution, we averaged notch measurements among 3 cardiac cycles. We evaluated the differences in duration of this notch in flow curves for each AVD within the same patient.
We defined optimal AVD by this flow reversal method as the longest AVD that produced perfect coupling between flow-reversal and ejection curves, that is, in which no discontinuity notch was present while flow reversal reached maximum velocity. We compared optimal AVD results obtained by flow-reversal method with the values obtained with the iterative and aortic VTI methods, which was considered the reference for optimal AVD for each patient.
Evaluation of Reproducibility of Optimization Methods
We evaluated the reproducibility of each method used to determine optimal AVD through a study of interobserver variability. Analysis of optimal AVD by the 3 methods was repeated by another trained observer in 20 randomly selected cases. Intraclass correlation coefficient for absolute agreement (ICC) was calculated for each method. Excellent agreement was defined as ICC>0.8.
Statistical Analysis
Variables are expressed as mean±standard deviation. All variables were tested for normality. Paired Student's t test was used to test differences in means taking each subject as his/her own control. Pearson linear correlation analysis and multilevel mixed-effect linear regression analysis were used to assess correlations and calculate the equation to predict optimal AVD. Backward stepwise estimation was used to determine selection of variables included in the final model predicting optimal AVD considering a significance level for addition and removal of <0.05 and >0.10, respectively. A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS 20 (IBM Corporation, New York).
Results
Patient Characteristics and Optimization of AVD
Basal demographic and echocardiographic characteristics of the 40 participants can be found in Table 1 . Values for basal and optimal atrioventricular delays calculated by each method can be found in Table 2 and correspond to the patients' atrial activity-sensed or paced-at the time of study. Results on optimal AVD determined by each method and the agreement among the different methods can be found in Table 3 . LV-RV advancement ranged from 0 (27.5% of patients) to 50 ms (2.5%), with values of 10 (20%), 20 (35%), 25 (10%), and 40 ms (5%).
Mitral-Aortic Flow Reversal and Reversal-Ejection Flow Coupling
Flow reversal curve could be identified in all patients in optimal and long AVD and was absent in all but 2 patients when the programmed AVD was shorter than optimal. These 2 patients who showed a small, initial reversal curve with shorter than optimal AVD had a larger reversal curve when optimal AVD was programmed. 200 ms, n (%) 2 (5%) 2 (5%) 3 (7.5%) 2 (5%) >200 ms, n (%) 0 (0%) 3 (7.5) 2 (5%) 3 (7.5)
AVD indicates atrioventricular delay; and VTI, velocity-time integral.
Mitral-Aortic Flow Reversal in CRT
A discontinuity notch could be observed in all patients with longer than optimal AVD. This notch was absent in 90% (36/40) of patients when optimal AVD was programmed, and its duration was minimal in the 4 patients in whom it could be observed (10 ms in all cases). Duration of discontinuity notch progressively increased with longer AVD, showing significant differences in every incremental step, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 4 . This increase followed an almost perfect correlation, with the excess duration in AVD over its optimal value (r=0.954; P<0.001). Longer duration of the notch implied progressive decrease in flow velocity in the LV outflow tract, as shown in Figure 5 .
Given the observed correlation between duration of discontinuity notch and excess duration of AVD over the optimal value, we aimed to define a single equation to predict optimal AVD from a programmed long AVD (ie, 300 ms) and measurement of notch duration. Multilevel mixed-effect linear regression was used to analyze the relation between optimal AVD and notch duration. A-wave velocity and LV end-diastolic volume were initially included in the model to rule out a potential influence of atrial systole and LV size on vortex development and its coupling with ejection.
After backward stepwise selection, the final model included duration of discontinuity notch and the programmed long AVD as independent variables in the equation. A significant standardized coefficient (B=0.952; P<0.001) was observed for notch duration. This allowed the definition of an equation to predict optimal AVD from a long programmed AVD calculated as optimal AVD=0.95×(programmed AVD)−(1.16×[notch duration]+4.24, which, simplified for clinical use, would be Optimal AVD Programmed AVD
notch duration
Only 2 patients with programmed AVD 30 ms shorter than optimal showed a small flow reversal curve that was immediately followed by the ejection curve. In these 2 patients, programming of optimal AVD generated a flow reversal curve of longer duration, higher amplitude, and perfect coupling with ejection flow (Figure 6 ).
Reproducibility of Optimization Methods
Flow reversal method showed the highest reproducibility to assess optimal AVD, with the strongest interobserver agreement (ICC=0.931; P<0.001). Agreement of flow reversal with the iterative method was good, with ICC values between 0.827 and 0.631 depending on the operator (Table 5) . Interobserver agreement between by the iterative method was good (ICC=0.631; P<0.01). Aortic VTI yielded the poorest agreement between the 2 operators (ICC=0.186; P=0. 24) , as well as with the other 2 methods (Table 5 ). Figure 7 shows the relation between optimal values as defined by flow reversal method compared with the same method performed by a second operator, as well as with the iterative and aortic VTI methods.
Discussion
In this study, we describe the interaction between LV inflowoutflow reversal and ejection flow and its variation with changes in AVD. Optimal AVD achieves perfect coupling between these 2 flow patterns in the LV. We also demonstrate that short AV delays reduce or eliminate this flow reversal, while long AV delays desynchronize these flow streams, consequently, generating a loss in flow velocity toward the outflow tract prior to ejection.
Hemodynamic Impact of Optimal AVD Besides End-Diastolic Volume
Changes in AVD have an immediate hemodynamic effect that has been assessed both invasively and noninvasively through direct measurement or estimations of cardiac output. 5, 9, 12 The classical explanation to these changes is based on a loss of end-diastolic volume because of a compromise in LV filling through A-wave truncation, E-A wave fusion, or diastolic mitral regurgitation. [13] [14] [15] These physiological mechanisms *n in each group corresponds to the number of patients in whom the 2 compared AVD could be programmed (ie, AVD value was not too short [> 60 ms] or too long [no intrinsic conduction appeared]). For example, a total of 29 patients had an optimal AVD value ≤120 ms (Table 2) . Consequently, optimal AVD -60 ms could only be programmed in 11 patients. Mitral-Aortic Flow Reversal in CRT have been consistently demonstrated. However, they fail to explain the loss in cardiac output that appears with minor changes to AVD, in which none of these phenomena, or any other affecting LV end-diastolic volume, appear. 9 A-wave truncation is uncommon and appears in a minority of AV delays, 14 while diastolic mitral regurgitation has been seldom reported in AVD <200 ms, usually appearing in longer intervals. 15 Fusion of transmitral filling waves and, with it, shortening of diastole is observed in markedly long AV delays, while reduction in cardiac output appears earlier, with shorter AVD. 
End-Diastolic Flow Reversal and Coupling With Ejection Flow
Flow reversal in the basal area of the LV occurs naturally after passive filling and atrial contraction. The development of this flow pattern is independent from the timing of ventricular contraction, which implies that the interval between these 2 phenomena will be longer when programmed AVD in patients under resynchronization therapy is prolonged. We consistently observed that optimal AVD, determined by traditional echocardiographic methods, produced a flow pattern in the LV outflow tract in which reversal and ejection flow occurred consecutively and with no interval between them. This prevents the loss of velocity in the outflow tract and toward the aortic valve and uses up the full flow momentum to facilitate early ejection. Both short and long AV delays fail to take full advantage of this mechanism because of incomplete development of flow reversal or to loss of reversal flow velocity through friction in moving blood, respectively. This effect is observed even in slight changes, such as those performed in each step of our study (30 ms).
Echocardiographic Optimization of AVD
Echocardiography is a reliable tool to guide AVD optimization, consistently showing improvement in cardiac performance through increase in cardiac output and blood pressure, improvement in oxygen consumption, and reduction in levels of brain natriuretic peptides. 9, 13, 16, 17 However, the beneficial effect of echo-guided optimization is far from clear. Some studies have reported reductions in heart failure hospitalizations and mortality, while others have found little or no additional benefit over standard settings. [18] [19] [20] Two factors may be associated with this: first, standard settings, that usually include AV delays between 100 and 120 ms, are valid in most patients who, in addition, have shown to be the ones with better clinical outcomes [20] [21] [22] ; second, echocardiographic optimization is typically performed at rest, and these data do not allow the operator to predict optimal AVD during exercise. Moreover, optimization during exercise has not shown conclusive results. 23, 24 New built-in technological developments in pacing systems seek to provide frequent optimization, but have also frequently failed to demonstrate solid clinical improvement. 20, 24 Consequently, echocardiographic optimization is still considered a valuable tool, especially in patients who show little or no response to CRT. 4 Despite this, an important limitation of the currently available echocardiographic methods is poor reproducibility and interobserver agreement. The data presented in this study provide a physiological explanation to hemodynamic variations after small changes in atrioventricular interval. Additionally, the fact that LV inflowoutflow reversal is unaffected by AVD programming, together with the consistent observation of perfect coupling between reversal flow and early ejection flow in optimal AVD, provides an excellent marker for echocardiographic optimization. Based on these findings, we have described a method for echocardiographic determination of optimal AVD that differs essentially from the existing ones. Previous methods are based on the assessment of hemodynamic variations resulting from adjustments in AVD. Consequently, subtle changes in image acquisition or in the patient's hemodynamic status could lead to errors. We propose a method based on the assessment of a phenomenon independent of other changes in diastole that enables calculation of the optimal timing for ventricular pacing.
Our data suggest that its application in clinical practice is feasible and may result in a faster process with more accurate results. The possibility to calculate optimal AVD from the application of a simple equation to a single parameter obtained after programming of one long interval significantly reduces examination time. Moreover, the presence of smooth reversal-ejection flow continuity seems to be easier to identify for the operator, reducing intra-and interobserver variability.
Study Limitations
In our study, we use previously described echocardiographic techniques to define optimal AVD. Because these techniques have limitations, discussed previously, this may introduce small inaccuracies. This may explain the presence of small discontinuity notches in patients in whom optimal AVD had been determined by these mentioned techniques. This is because of the lack of an accepted noninvasive gold standard for AVD optimization because we did not consider invasive determinations for the purpose of this study as a result of ethical patient-safety concerns.
This study was designed to assess the variations in intraventricular flow with changes in CRT programming. We did not include clinical parameters and patient follow-up as part of the outcomes in our study. Although the new method seems to improve accuracy in echocardiographic determination of optimal AVD when compared with other previous methods, data are relatively similar to those obtained by the iterative method. In light of this, it seems unlikely that systematic echocardiographic optimization of AVD by this method in all CRT patients will result in significant clinical improvement, as reviewed previously. Its clinical applicability will likely be in poor responders in whom echocardiographic AVD optimization is considered for potential improvement. Moreover, this technique is applicable for AVD optimization at rest, and its applicability during exercise would need further validation.
Our results show that long AVD generate a loss in flow momentum in the LV outflow tract. We can state that based on the results of our time-flow curves, which provide data on flow velocity across the defined lines. However, we do not provide absolute values given the underestimation because of the use of a color-Doppler-based technique, as well as the algorithm used for VFM analysis. Additionally, the current version of the software used for the study makes it necessary to perform offline analysis and measurements, and a specific advanced echocardiographic tool is needed, which can be time-consuming and limit its availability for clinical use.
Finally, a 2-dimensional flow mapping technique is used to study a 3-dimensional phenomenon. Nonetheless, throughplane flow has been described to be minor, which ensures that the algorithms in which this technique is based are accurate, and planar representations are validated and widely accepted in the study of intracardiac flow.
2,3,11
Conclusion
Perfect coupling between mitral-aortic flow reversal and ejection flow in the LV occurs at optimal AVD. As a result, the use of full momentum in blood flow facilitates early ejection and explains an improvement in cardiac output that is not justified by changes in end-diastolic volume. Additionally, the study of these flow patterns is feasible and allows determination of optimal AVD in a way that could improve its accuracy.
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